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Targets
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Creating a new combined target

This tutorial examines the process of creating a new combined target.  Creating a target may be 
required to meet specific targeting needs beyond the demographics offered by the Basic Targets 
that ship with COMBNavigator.
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Invoking the combined target editor

To create a new combined target:

1. Select Targets in the ribbon menu
2. Select New in the ribbon bar. The Combined Target Editor will appear.
3. Building a combined target requires sequentially selecting the components of the target. Click 
Select to choose the first component.  The Combined Target Selection dialog will appear.
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Selecting individual targets from the BBM-RTS database

Components of the combined target can be either existing combined targets, or individual targets 
from the BBM-RTS database.  For our first component, we will select from the BBM-RTS database.

(Optional) Search the BBM-RTS database by entering text in the Search box.  COMBNavigator will 
filter the tree in the Questions tree view to only includes questions which had matching text or that 
have answers with matching text.
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Select a question and answers

1. Scroll the list of questions in the Questions box until the desired question is visible.  If the 
desired question doesn't appear, search again.
2. Select the desired question. The Answers box will be populated with the answers of the 
selecteed question.
2. Select one or more of the desired answers in the Answers box.
3. Click OK.  The selection dialog will close.
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Adding another component to the combined target

Upon returning to the Combined Target Editor , the recently completed component selection will 
now be reflected.

To add another component to the combined target, select Combine More >>  

The Combined Target Selection dialog will appear.again.
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Selecting an existing combined target as a component

1. Select the Combined Target tab on the left of the Combined Target Selection dialog.
2. Select the desired existing target from the Saved Targets tree view.
3. (Optional) View the coding of the existing target in the Description box.
4. Click OK.  The selection dialog will close again.

The component selection process can be repeated again until all component of the combined 
target have been selected.
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Select an operator for combining target components

Select AND or OR as the method for combining target components.  AND requires all components 
to be satisfied.  OR requires any component to be satis fied.
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Complete the combined target

1. Use the Group box to select an existing group or type in the name of a new group. Combined 
Target Groups are a means of categorizing or organizing combined targets.
2. Enter a name for the combined target in the Target Name box
3. Select OK. The Combnied Target Editor  will close.
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Finish

The new combined target now appears in the list of Saved Targets and is ready for inclusion in 
future reports.  The complete coding appears in the Description box to the right.

To include the new combined target in the current report, check the box to the left of its name.




